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About Pragmatic Marketing
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Experts in technology product management and
product marketing

Specialize in training

Trained hundreds of thousands
of people at thousands of
companies since 1993



About the Presenter
Greg Alexander

• Founder of SBI (www.salesbenchmarkindex.com )

• Leads the firms focus on the CEO’s role in accelerating revenue growth by 
getting the product team, marketing department, and sales organization into 
strategic alignment. 

• Previous experience includes head of sales and marketing at Recall, and 
sales leader at EMC Corporation

• Host of The SBI Podcast, the most listened to sales and marketing podcast 
on the internet.  

• Host of SBI TV, a monthly television program broadcast on the internet 
featuring top B2B sales and marketing leader sharing their strategies to grow 
revenues. 

• Editor-in-Chief of The SBI Magazine, the leading B2B publication focused on 
sales and marketing effectiveness.

http://www.salesbenchmarkindex.com/


Agenda
Webinar Objectives

• Understand what a sales strategy is, what it does, and 
how to use it.

• Understand how the product strategy supports the 
sales team in achieving their revenue objectives. 

• Understand the importance of strategic alignment. 



Sales Strategy
What is a Sales Strategy?

A Sales Strategy is an operating plan for a company’s Sales force.

What does a Sales Strategy do?

A Sales Strategy allocates sales resources efficiently to drive selling 
costs down and revenues up.

What does it mean to use a Sales Strategy?

The use of a Sales Strategy means the sales executive will get the 
most out of his/her sales force.



Sales Strategy
Alignment With Product Strategy 

• The product strategy is what arms your gun with 
bullets



5 Step Sales Strategy 
Methodology



Step 1 - Planning



Step 2 – Engagement



Step 3 - Org



Step 4 - Execution



Step 5 - Support



Case Study #1
A Technology company is struggling for survival. 

• Revenues are flat
• Recent acquisition had a negative impact
• Customers are leaving
• Stocks are down



Case Study #1 
BEFORE STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT AFTER STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

The Sales Strategy was nonexistent. 
There was a spreadsheet model that 
showed how the Sales team was going 
to achieve its quota. Other than that, 
Sales submitted 10 funding requests a 
year to approve initiatives needed to 
help Sales succeed. If approved, these 
were executed in isolation and 
typically produced no sales lift.

The Sales Strategy used the Corporate 
Strategy to understand its objectives; 
the Sales Strategy was built around 
obtaining those objectives, and it 
included everything needed to meet 
those objectives efficiently because 
everything was connected in pursuit of 
the revenue goal.



Case Study #1 
BEFORE STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT AFTER STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

Sales drove activity to make up for poor 
conversion rates. “If we generate enough 
leads, we will hopefully close enough to 
make our number” was the typical 
approach.

The Sales team used the Market Research 
to gain a deep understanding of buyers, 
learning what buyers really wanted from 
them. They could tell if a serious deal was 
at stake or if the buyer was merely 
kicking the tires. With this understanding, 
Sales could approach each call most 
effectively, and, as a result, buyer 
engagement and win rates improved.



Case Study #1 
BEFORE STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT AFTER STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

Sales dreaded new product launches. A 
new product launch meant two days out of 
the field, many new KPIs to report upon, 
and a comp spiff that was merely a 
distraction since no one would attain it. 
Sales joked that new products would do 
more to prevent revenue growth than fuel 
it. Plus the products Sales had today were 
less attractive than they were five years 
ago.

Sales was included in product road map 
decisions early. This included being educated on 
the benefits of the next new release, both in 
terms of new capabilities for users and how 
buyers would buy the product. As a result, Sales 
was excited about the new conversations they 
could have with customers. Through training, 
Sales was comfortable having those 
conversations, and, once in the market, 
understood the market. Product continued to 
ask for feedback. That feedback was acted upon 
to address problems.



Case Study #1 

BEFORE STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT AFTER STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

Sales and Marketing dreaded new
product launches. They never worked
as they should and caused more
problems with buyers than the teams
could solve.

Sales and Marketing embraced new 
product launches. New product 
launches meant a new revenue source 
to boost their sales. Products were 
tested and truly market-ready when 
they were launched.



Case Study #1 
BEFORE STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT AFTER STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

Sales and Marketing were at odds. The two 
leaders were not speaking. Sales seemed to get 
all the blame for the declining revenue, yet 
Marketing was doing nothing to help.

Sales and Marketing worked as partners. Sales 
was direct with Marketing on what was 
working and what was not, and Marketing 
adjusted based on the feedback. When 
Marketing overachieved, they received the 
credit. When a Sales rep was struggling and 
Marketing bailed him out, they received credit. 
When Marketing was behind on a goal, they 
gave Sales advance notice and Sales would 
make up the deficit. Sales knew they could not 
succeed without the support of Marketing and 
were thankful for their contributions.



Case Study #2
An Inside View into How Concentra Brings New 
Products to Market 

Hear the entire story on SBI’s Podcast on iTunes

https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/case-study-inside-view-into/id898075302?i=360830378&mt=2


Case Study #3
How this Executive’s New Product Ignited 
Revenue Growth

Hear the entire story on SBI’s Podcast on iTunes

https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/case-study-inside-view-into/id898075302?i=360830378&mt=2


Q&A



More Information
Contacts:

• Rebecca Kalogeris
rkalogeris@pragmaticmarketing.com
@pragmaticmktg

• Greg Alexander
greg.alexander@salesbenchmarkindex.com
www.salesbenchmarkindex.com.
@GregAlexander

mailto:sweber@pragmaticmarketing.com
mailto:greg.alexander@salesbenchmarkindex.com
http://www.salesbenchmarkindex.com/


Download this webinar and sign up for more at pragmaticmarketing.com/live

Thank you for attending!
NEXT MONTH’S WEBINAR

Getting the Whole Company to Fall in Love with Your Personas
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